Lipase engineering: a window into structure-function relationships.
Utilization of genetic engineering techniques to create novel functional lipases has increased knowledge of structure-function relationships in this important class of enzymes. The examples of engineered lipases presented in this chapter addressed the investigation of domain-specific properties, heparin binding, and subunit orientation. Conclusions reached are credible because the designed lipases retained catalytic activity, implying native, or near-native, conformation. This approach has demonstrated vigor by determining the domain location of several important enzyme functions and by providing the first evidence that LPL subunits are arranged in a head-to-tail orientation. In conjunction with physical techniques, such as crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, the engineered lipase approach could reveal new insights into the mechanism by which lipolysis is accomplished. The studies described here represent only the first attempts to explore that subject; more sophisticated lipase engineering will be used in future as a window into structure-function relationships.